History of original corner establishment:

Corner was first established in October of 1890 through a contract from the General Land Office. A post 4 feet long, 4 inches square and 2 feet deep was set for the \( \frac{1}{4} \) corner marked \( \frac{1}{4} \) S on the north side from which

- A spruce 30 inches in diameter brs N26E 28 lks. mkd. \( \frac{1}{4} \) S BT

- A hemlock 24 inches in diameter brs S73E 29 lks. mkd. \( \frac{1}{4} \) S BT

In 1933 an iron post with a brass cap was set for the corner.

Description of corner evidence found:

Found a brass cap for the corner buried in 6 inches of mud from which

- A 25 inch hemlock stump brs S72E 19.3 ft;
- Portion of scribing still visible. \( \frac{1}{4} \) BT;
- Two Forest Service tags on stump.

- A downed 30 inch spruce bears N50E 22.3 feet.
- Face scarred over; Forest Service tag visible.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

Set a 6 foot steel post with Forest Service boundary sign facing south at corner point. Also set similar post 5 feet north facing to the west. From the corner I established a new BT

- A 4 inch spruce brs N41W 15.9 feet scribed \( \frac{1}{4} \) S 6 BT 650
- Forest Service bearing tree tag on the BT
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